Extensor Deep-Lifting Mask



Because you all ready took the basic, I will give you now the sample of
the weekly treatment, for the next time, of course…
There are many products here that you don't need, but there is
something specific that I want you to come back for, I will show it to you
now!

This is the amazing Extensor Deep-Lifting Mask.
I will spread a thin layer on the back of your hand and leave it on for few
moments until it becomes dry.
This is a product that every lady above 30 years old should have on her shelf!
Ask me why?! (Why?) Good question!  Because it contains 3 masks in one
product and it's exactly the answer for all your skin needs.
The first mask is a deep moisturizing mask, based on OLIVE OIL, AVOCADO
OIL and JOJOBA SEED OIL. It enriches your skin with moisture and helps to
return the natural moisture of your skin.
The second mask is a deep nourishing mask. It nourishes your skin with great
ingredients like VITAMIN E, NATURAL HONEY and MINERALS FROM THE
DEAD SEA. It purifies and improves your skin's texture.
The last and very important mask is a firming mask – a unique combination of
the RENOVAGE patent and natural ELASTIN. Have you ever heard about
the RENOVAGE? (RENOVAGE is an active ingredient that is known to work
through human D.N.A to prolong skin cells lifespan and grow new skin
molecules). Do you know what ELASTIN is? ELASTIN is a protein that keeps
the skin flexible. We all have it in our skin. Unfortunately, as we get older, we
start to lose the ELASTIN and we can see it by the appearance of wrinkles
and sagginess. This combination fights the aging from inside your skin and
improves the elasticity.
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Compare both of your hands and take a look at the difference. You can feel
how the area has become much smoother and the lines much finer. This is
only the first treatment and with every use it will just be getting better! Imagine
how it's going to look on your face!

This is the Extensor Deep-Lifting Mask. Like all of our products, it is also
PARABEN free and SLS/SLES free.
It's enough to use it once a week. Spread a thin layer all over your face, avoid
the eye area. Gently message it with your fingertips and leave it on for 5 to 10
minutes (or until it becomes dry). Then rinse it off with warm water. This three
– in - one product is a year supply treatment and costs only XXX. Now we
have a special promotion – if you buy two, you get the third one completely for
free!!!
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